**All Products Family**

**Water-Source Heat Pumps** (½ - 230 tons)

- Rooftop Units (2-240 tons)
  - Air-Cooled or Air-Source Heat Pump
    - RQ SERIES (2-6 tons)
    - RN SERIES (6-140 tons)
    - RZ/RL SERIES (45-240 tons)

- Self-Contained Units (3-70 tons)
  - SB SERIES (3-18 tons)
  - SA SERIES (23-70 tons)
  - M2 SERIES (3-70 tons)

- Packaged Outdoor Mechanical Rooms (4-540 tons)
  - LF SERIES (4-55 tons)
  - BOILER MECHANICAL ROOM (400-6,000 MBH)
  - LN SERIES (45-140 tons)
  - LZ SERIES (45-540 tons)
  - FLUID COOLER (30-450 tons)

- Indoor Air Handling Units (800 - 100,000 + cfm)
  - F1 SERIES (800 - 2,000 cfm)
  - H3 SERIES (450 - 10,000 cfm)
  - V3 SERIES (450 - 10,000 cfm)
  - SA SERIES (5,300 - 27,000 cfm)
  - M2 SERIES (1,000 - 21,000 cfm)
  - M3 SERIES (6,400 - 52,000+ cfm)

- Outdoor Air Handling Units (800 - 100,000 + cfm)
  - RQ SERIES (800 - 4,000 cfm)
  - RN SERIES (1,000 - 49,000 cfm)
  - RZ/RL SERIES (6,000 - 75,000+ cfm)

- Condensing Units (2-230 tons)
  - CB SERIES (2-5 tons)
  - CF SERIES (2-70 tons)
  - CL SERIES (55-140 tons)
  - CN SERIES (45-230 tons)

- Coils
  - BOOSTER, HYDRONIC, and DX

- Controls
  - (WSHP, RTU, SELF-CONTAINED, SPLIT SYSTEM, & CHILLER)
  - Touchscreen Controller
  - Pioneer Gold
  - Pioneer Silver
  - VCC-X

- Water-Source Heat Pumps
  - Cooling Tower or Geothermal
    - WV SERIES (½-30 tons)
    - WH SERIES (½-20 tons)
    - SB SERIES (3-18 tons)
    - SA SERIES (23-70 tons)
    - M2 SERIES (3-70 tons)
    - RQ SERIES (2-6 tons)
    - RN SERIES (6-140 tons)
    - RZ/RL SERIES (45-230 tons)

**Locate Your Local AAON Representative**

[www.AAON.com/RepSearch](http://www.AAON.com/RepSearch)